
About 
Denial

Essay Question Skills Check-in ALL MY 
SONS



‘All of Miller’s 
characters are in 
denial in one way or 
another.’

How far do you agree with this statement?



The Easy Way
The unthinking approach is to devote one 
paragraph each to Mother, Keller, Chris, one 
on George and Ann, one on Jim, Sue and 
Frank.  

Nearly all the H1 scripts managed to rehash 
Ms. Teo’s lecture quite successfully and 
analyse relevant parts of the play.



The Issues
But is the question really begging for a 
character-by-character approach?  
—  What is the question really about? 

Use your discrimination. You only have an 
hour. Don’t just see ‘how far you can go’. 
— What is your thesis or main argument? 
— Which concerns / characters to focus on?



Which is ‘better’? How so?

Sample TS1 
Mother denies that Larry is dead and imposes her belief 
on the other characters. 

Sample TS2 
Each of Miller’s characters deliberately ignore the truth 
to preserve their ideal image of family life. 

Sample TS3 
The denial of reality pervades the play’s characters, but 
eventually they all face up to it willingly or involuntarily.



Question Analysis
Spend 10 minutes to analyse the question and 
brainstorm individually. 

(i) Decide on the TOPIC / TRIGGER  
Is the question character-based or concern-based? What are your possible stands? 

(ii) A list of CONCERNS 
Break down the various kinds of ‘denial’. Possibly link denial to other concerns. 

(iii) A list of METHODS / EVIDENCE  
Avoid ‘flipping through’ your text. This is not a treasure hunt.  
Avoid basing your paragraphs on one episode. This is not a passage-based question. 
Think in terms of categories (setting, language, action, characterisation),  
then specific methods in the play (e.g. animal imagery).



Methods
Structure — moving from denial to the truth 

Setting — the apple tree, poplars 

Motifs and devices — jail, dream, horoscope, letter 

Stage directions — Mother feigning illness 

Language — Mother’s commands, Keller’s 
narratives and rhet. questions, Chris’s aggression 

Characterisation — George, Sue and Jim as foils 
who draw our attention to denial / knowledge



The Thesis
Simply stating that ‘all of Miller’s characters are in 
denial’ or ‘not all’ is not a thesis — it’s a matter-of-
fact observation. We want a personal response. 

Link the question to the purpose of the play? Ask 
yourself, ‘why does the play present its characters 
in denial?’ or ‘why some but not others?’ 

 What is the play’s message on denial, on the 
individual (psyche) or on society?



Sample Thesis
(Stand) Presenting most, if not all, of its 
characters in modes of self-deception, (Response) 
the play demonstrates how individuals deny the 
obvious as a means of coping with a harsh reality. 

(Stand) The play presents all its characters 
engaging in denial, whether of the truth or of the 
social contract, (Response) as a means of self-
preservation. Self-interest in All My Sons takes 
precedence over truth and knowledge.



Concerns
Denial of reality — Mother, Frank 
Denial of change / present — Mother, George 

Denial of culpability — Keller, Mother 
Denial of knowledge — Chris, Sue, Jim, Ann? 
Pursuit of truth — Chris, George, Ann? 
Denial for self-interest — All characters? 
Denial of the self — Jim? Chris? (not really relevant)

Be careful not to turn this essay into one about the American Dream, 
social responsibility or tribalism / familial loyalty! 



The Discussion
In groups of 2-3, spend 20 minutes discussing a 
possible ESSAY OUTLINE.  

You should have a tentative stand and designated 3 
body paragraphs. Roughly decide what (i) 
concern; (ii) characters / method(s) / evidence are 
going into each paragraph. No need for topic 
sentences. 

We will spend the remainder reviewing your plans 
and hopefully, creating a thesis.


